
The Most 
interesting fact 
about Poland  



Pałac Branickich in 

Białystok 

Is counted to most 

beautifull realisation 

baroque architecture in 

this piece of Europe. 

 



Sea eye 

Is recognized per most 
turist is the one of 

wounderful places in 
Poland. 

Wilderness Białowiska  

Is one of primarily beautiful forest. 

Witch is stretch on the  

surface 150000 hectares. 

 



Crocuses  in the Valley of 
Chochłowska 

Chochołowska Valley is the 
longest , largest and in the 
spring the most beautiful of 
all the valleys in the Polish 

Tatras 
 

Pier in Sopot  

The longest pier on the Baltic Sea. 

 It is about half a kilometer long.  

Part of the walking is one of the biggest  

attractions of the city 

 

 



Warsaw someday and now. 



Cracow long time a go and now. 



 Poland , the Republic of Poland (RP ) - a unitary state in 
Central Europe situated between the Baltic Sea in the 
north and the Sudeten and Carpathian Mountains in the 
south, mainly in the basin of the Vistula and Odra parts . 
Polish administrative surface of 312 679 km² , making it the 
70th in the world and 9th in Europe. Inhabited by nearly 
38.5 million people ( 2014 ) , it takes in terms of plural 
population of 34 places in the world And in the European 
Union 6. Square . From the North Poland borders with 
Russia and Lithuania , on the east by Belarus and Ukraine , 
of the South with Slovakia and Czech Republic, in the west 
of Germany. Most of the northern boundary determines 
the Polish Baltic Sea coast . Polish Exclusive Economic Zone 
in the Baltic Sea is bordered by zones of Denmark and 
Sweden. 



Poland Symbol 

 
Poland Map 



Fryderyk Franciszek Chopin  
Polish composer and pianist . Since September 

1831 he lived in France. Chopin is considered 
one of the most important composers of the 
romantic most famous works : 1 . Etude in C 

minor " Revolutionary " op.10 NR12 2. Prelude in 
E - minor, op.28 No.4 3. Nocturne in C - sharp 
minor op.27 no.1 4. Waltz in D flat major op.64 
no.1 5. Piano Concerto in E minor op.12 no.2 

 

Maria Salome Sklodowska Curie  
Coat of arms Dołęga physicist and chemist ,  

twice winner of the Nobel Prize. In 1891 ,  

Maria Sklodowska went from Polish to Paris. Her greatest 

achievements include the development of the theory of 

radioactivity , to develop techniques for separation of 

radioactive isotopes , and the discovery of two new 

elements : polonium and radium . Under the personal 

guidance also it conducted the world's first research on 

the treatment of cancer using radioactivity.  

 



Stanislaw Moniuszko  

Was born on May 5 1819 Year in Ubielu near Minsk, 

he died on 4 June 1872 in Warsaw. Extremely 

talented and acclaimed Polish composer and 

conductor . Moniuszko coat of arms Harm was 

also a teacher. 

Władysław Szpilman  
Urodził się 5 grudnia 1911 roku w Sosnowcu,  

zmarł 6 lipca 2000 roku w Warszawie.  

Jeden z najwybitniejszych współczesnych polskich 

kompozytorów.  

Słynny pianista Warszawy o żydowskim pochodzeniu.  

Rodzina szybko dostrzegała jego talent muzyczny. 
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